ABSTRACT
Many of the problems in AI require extensive knowledge about the world. Objects, properties, categories and relations between objects, situations, events, states and time, causes and effects are the things that AI needs to represents. Knowledge representation provides the way to represent all the above defined things [38] . KR techniques are divided in to two major categories that are Declarative representation & Procedural representation. The Declarative representation techniques are used to represents objects, facts, relations. Whereas the Procedural representation are used to represent the action performed by the objects. The propositional logic, predicate logic, semantic net are the declarative knowledge representation techniques and Script, Conceptual dependency are procedural knowledge representation techniques. There is one more technique named frame that can be used as both. Each one has their own prone and cons. Now days because of market demands there are number of hybrid techniques are available. In next section we cover the few hybrid KR techniques.
KRYPTON
In 1983 Ronald J. Brachman, Richard E. Fikes, Hector J. Levesque has developed krypton a hybrid knowledge representation technique.
Technical description: Two boxes are used terminological box(T box) and assertion box (A box). TBox used the structure of KL-ONE in which terms are organized taxonomically, using frames an ABox used the first-order logic sentences for those predicates come from the TBox, and a symbol table maintaining the names of the TBox terms so that a user can refer to them. It is basically a tell ask module. All interactions between a user and a KRYPTON knowledge base are mediated by TELL and ASK operations shown in fig 3. 1 [14] [16] . 
OBLOG 2:-
In 1987, Thhomas F. Gordon Presented the Oblog 2. Oblog stand for Object-oriented LOGic, is an experimental hybrid knowledge representation and reasoning system. It is a hybrid of a terminologicalreasoner with a Prolog inference mechanism. The description of type and attribute taxonomies are supported by terminological component whereas Entities are instances of a set of types. Horn clause rules are used as Procedures, & for determining the values of attributes are indexed by type.
MANTRA
In 1991 MANTRA was developed by J. Calmet, I.A. Tjandra, G. Bittencourt.
Technical description:
It is the combination of four different knowledge representation techniques. First order logic, terminological language, semantic networks and Production systems. all algorithm used for inference are decidable because this representation used the four value logic. Mantra is a three layers architecture model. It consist the epistemological level, the logical level, Heuristic level.
FRORL:
(frame-and-rule oriented requirement specification Language) was developed by Jeffrey J. P. Tsai, Thomas Weigert, Hung-Chin Jang in 1992.
Technical Description: FRORL is based on the concepts of frames and production rules Which is designed for software requirement and specification analysis. There are two types of frames Object frame and activity frames. Object Frames are used to represent the real world entity not limited to physical entity. These are act as a data structure. Each activity in FRORL is represented by activity frame to represent the changes in the world. Activity, Precondition and action are reserved word not to be used in specification. 
KNOWLEDGE BASE SYSTEM
The KR system must be able to represent any type of knowledge, "Syntactic, Semantic, logical, Presupposition, Understanding ill formed input, Ellipsis, Case Constraints, Vagueness". In our previous paper we have proposed the model for effective knowledge representation technique that consist five different parts the K Box, Knowledge Base, Query applier, reasoning and user interface as shown in fig 8 . This time the total emphasis is on knowledge representation. This section used to describe the new hybrid knowledge representation technique which is the integration of script and semantic net KR technique. The semantic net & script KR technique are explained in next subsection. 
SEMANTIC NET
A semantic network is widely used knowledge representation technique. Semantic network is a KR technique in which the relationship between class and objects are represented by the connection/link between objects or class of objects. The nodes / vertices in semantic net are used to represent the Generic class or a particular class or an instance of a class (object).Relation between them is represented by the link, which shows the activation comes from where .The links are unidirectional .these links represents the semantic relationship between the objects. Semantic network are generally used to represent the inheritable knowledge. Inheritance is most useful form of inference. Inheritance is the belongings in which element of some class inherit the attribute and values from some other class shown in Fig.1 [38] . Because there is an association between two or more nodes the Semantic nets are also known as associative nets. These associations are proved to be useful for inferring some knowledge from the existing one. If user wants to get any knowledge from the knowledge base they need not to put any query. The activated association or relation provides the result directly or indirectly only need to follow the links in the semantic net. IS-A, and A-KIND-OF are generally used to represent the value of a link in semantic net shown in fig 2. KR techniques are divided in to two main categories one is declarative and other is procedural. Semantic net is a declarative KR technique that can be used either to represent knowledge or to support automated systems for reasoning about knowledge. Semantic net can be used in variety of ways, as per the requirement following are six of the most common kinds of semantic networks. Hendrix explained how we can expend the utility of semantic net using partitioned semantic net [8] .In case of a huge network semantic net can be divided in to two more net. The semantic net is to be partitioned to separate the various nodes and arcs in to units and each unit is known as spaces. Using partitioned semantic net user can define the existence of the entity. One space is assigned to every node and arc and all nodes and arcs lying in the same space are distinguishable from those of other spaces. Nodes and arcs of different spaces may be linked, but the linkage must pass through the boundaries which separate one space from another [38] .
Partitioning semantic nets can be used to delimit the scopes of quantified variables. While working with quantified statements, it will be help full to represent the pieces of information consist some event .For ex "Poonam believes that earth is round " is represented by the fig 3. Nodes<POONAM>' is an agent of Event node.<EARTH>' and <ROUND> represent the objects of space1. Universal and existential quantifier can also be represent by the Partitioning semantic net. For ex, "Every sister knots the rakhee to her brother" in predicate logic. In predicate logic the sister S and rakhee R are represented as objects while the knot event is expressed by a predicate where as in case of semantic net the event is represented as an object of some complex object, i.e., the bite event is a situation which could be the object of some more complex event. Partitioning semantic net can also be used to represent universal quantifier. For ex "Every sister knots the rakhee to her brother" is represented in fig 4 [38] . Partitioning semantic net can also be used for complex quantifleations which involve nested scopes by using nesting space. 
Scripts
A variation in the theme of structured objects called scripts was devised by Roger Schank and his associates in 1973 [3] .It is an active type information which contain class of events in terms of contexts, participants and sub-events represented in the form of collection of slots or series of frames which uses inheritance and slots . Scripts predict unobserved events and can build coherent account from disjointed observations. Scripts basically describes the stereotypical knowledge i.e if the system in not given the information dynamically then it assumes the default information to be true Scripts are beneficial because real world events do follow stereotyped patterns as human beings use previous experiences to understand verbal accounts. A script is used for organizing the knowledge as it directs the attention and recalls the inference. They provide knowledge and expectations about specific events or experiences and can be applied to new situations. For example: "Rohan went to the restaurant and had some pastries". it was good now meaning derived from the above text one gets to know he got the pastries from the restaurant and that for eating and that was good. Script defines an episode with the known behavior and describes the sequence of events. The script consist the following.
• Current plans (Entry condition, Result)
• Social link(Track)
• Played roles, • Scene.
• Probs.
• Anything indicating the behavior of the script in a given situation. An example of script for class room is shown in fig.7 . Advantages of using scripts:
• Details for a particular object remain open and • Reduces the search space. Disadvantages
• Less general than Frames • It may not be suitable for all kind of Knowledge
HYBRID KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION TECHNIQUE
Every knowledge representation technique has their own merits and demerits that depend on which type of knowledge we want to represent. To navigate the problem associated with single knowledge representation technique the hybrid knowledge representation came in picture The script and semantic net alone is a strong representation technique but still they have some disadvantages. The previous section consist the example of script for lecture room using that we are unable to get the detail like the teacher can teach one or more subject, Is a permanent or on contract basis ,student is a regular student or part time. Student opted one or many subject. Whereas using semantic net we can't represent the knowledge scene wise. Semantic net can't be use to represent the knowledge event by event. So to get all the knowledge from the system, integrated knowledge representation technique is used. The hybrid structure is shown in fig 8 .
From script to semantic net two different directional link coming out that shows the link between the roles of script with the two different classes of semantic net. In the same way we can make the link between other roles and objects involve in scripts (scene wise) with the class and object in the semantic net. The unnamed link in semantic net shows the generalization for eg. Mode can be part time, full time and regular. As we know the input to the system is a sentence / paragraph/ story. Let us consider the another ex for representation.
Story 1. Ram Navami
Ram Navami is a Hindu festival that celebrates the birth of Lord Rama to king Dasharatha and queen Kaushalya of Ayodhya. Rama was an incarnation of Lord Vishnu. On this day, devotees of loard rama keep a fast. Houses are cleaned and temples are decorated. Offering of fruits and flowlers are made to the deity. It is customary to read massages from Ramayana. The Hybrid representation for the above story is shown fig 9. 
STRENGTH OF HYBRID KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION TECHNIQUE.
Human beings use past/previous learning & senses to understand verbal communication and in actual real world events do follow stereotyped patters. Communication style of each one is different from other and it is quite often when relating events, do leave large amount of blanks/gaps or assumed details out of their communication. This may lead to miscommunication. In real life it is not easy to deal with a system that is not able to fill up the missing conversational features, whereas scripts can predict/ assume unobserved events. Scripts can fill the gaps created from incomplete/disjoined observations and can build a sequential information. Semantic net is best knowledge representation technique for representing non event based knowledge with its technical simplicity. Even non technology savvy can also extract information/ knowledge from the semantic net. 
CONCLUSION
There are various knowledge representation schemes in AI. All KR techniques have their own semantics, structure as well as different control mechanism and power. Combination of two or more representation scheme may be used for making the system more efficient and improving the knowledge representation. We are trying to build the intelligent system that can learn itself by the query and have a power full mechanism for representation and inference. The semantic net and script are very powerful techniques in some respects so the aim is to take the advantage of these techniques under one umbrella. The comparison between various hybrid KR techniques is shown in table with the proposed one.
